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Introduction
Nowadays, seismic surveying is a key method for oil
and gas exploration. Resolution of seismic data
restricts the possibilities of traditional
interpretations of thin-layered sequences to map the
lithological traps, alluvial bodies and other local
accumulative objects. Some seismic parameters are
used to solve these tasks. The seismic facies analysis
(SFA) is the most effective tool because it allows the
transformation of prospecting geological record into
facies forecast and the correlation of seismic facies
with lithological ones (Lukin et al., 2012).

Method and Theory
Seismic facies (SF) and seismic complex (SC) are the
most important concepts of seismic stratigraphy, the
main principles of which were described by Ch.
Payton and E. Charles (Payton & Charles, 1983).
Seismic stratigraphy is based on the main formations
and facies recognition and study of their internal
structure by analysis of seismic reflections. For this
purpose SC have been recognized and correlated on
vertical cross-sections through the seismic cube.
The goal of seismic srtatigraphy is to study
stratigraphic features of sedimentary facies by
seismic data interpretation. It is considered that SC
are the sedimentary complexes, reflected and
recognized on seismic cube vertical cross-sections.
The tops and the bottoms of these complexes are
attributed to unconformities (Nezhdanov, 2000).
Within seismic complexes seismic facies are
recognized. SF are elementary seismostratigraphic
units consisting of the groups of seismic reflections
whose parameters are similar. These seismic
reflection parameters are: configuration, related to
bedding characteristics, continuity, responsible for
beds continuity, amplitude, featuring rock density to
seismic wave velocity ratio, and frequency
depending on rock layers thickness (Sheriff, 1980).
The above helps identifying of all seismic parameters
variations in order to feature lateral lithological
facies changes. Thus, SF is a three-dimensional
seismic unit that could be recognized and contoured
according these parameters (Reding, 1990).
Seismic complex and seismic facies concepts enable
to use SFA concept for description and geological
interpretation of indicated seismic reflection
parameters (Nezhdanov, 2000). The goal of SFA is to
restore sedimentation conditions and to predict
lithological facies.
Before the SFA application on the Livenska prospect
area, the complex interpretation of seismic data was
performed. Early discovered Livenske gas-
condensate field is related to that prospect area. 3D
seismic cube acquired by Vikoil Ltd (Ukraine), well-
logging data, well-to-well correlation, well testing
results, core description, and general geological
information were used as input data. The volumetric
structural model was built by the results of seismic
data interpretation. The structural top surfaces of
this model were used for the SFA performance.
Stratimagic software, produced by Paradigm
Geophysical Corp., was used for performing SFA.
Three procedure groups of SFA are used (Malyarova,
2007):
- classification of seismic traces upon their shape;
- classification of map sets along horizon and
proportional slices;
- volumetric classification.
All these procedures were successfully used for SFA
performance for the Carboniferous sediments in the
different areas of the Dnieper-Donets Basin (DDB).
While running SFA it was found out that the first
and the second groups of procedures are effective to
identify sandstone bodies of paleo-channels and
sand paleo-islands identification. Volumetric
classification has demonstrated good results to
outline reef massifs. It is considered, that the most
effective procedure is the classification of seismic
traces upon their shape applying the neural network
technology. It enables to recognize, analyze and
interpolate the detail properties of prospected
hydrocarbon reservoirs.

Column 3

The self-organized neural network is used to
determine the lithological differentiations via
recognition of seismic signal shape in the interval of
consideration. As a result the set of the maps were
generated in three iterations. At the first stage of
automatic classification the real seismic traces were
organized by their shapes. At the second stage is to
determine the shapes of model traces featuring over
the area. Next step is to select optimal number of
model traces, corresponded to the number of
classes (selected seismic facies). So the model traces
were sequentially compared to real ones along with
allocating the most suitable model class number at
the third stage. The set of the model traces that
collectively describes variety of seismic signal in the
studied intervals of the Livenska prospect area was
also calculated.

Results
SFA on the Livenska area was performed for the
interval of V-22-23 pay horizon of the Upper Visean
(Lower Carboniferous) sequence. The horizon is
represented by sandstones, limestones, shales,
clays, and rarely by marls. The gas-saturated rocks
were recognized within this horizon occurrence by
the well-log data interpretation of the well 2.
The classification of seismic traces upon their shape
applying the neural network technology in 7 classes
was used. The set of maps was compiled. One of
them is the seismic facies map (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Fragment of seismic facies map generated
for the interval of V-22-23 pay horizon (C1v2), with
the set of the model traces corresponded to seismic
facies. The white contour shows the boundary of the
pay sandstone.

Seismic facies are attributed to litho-facies upon the
well-log data. It was identified that the seismic facies
1 is corresponded mainly to sandstones that
interstratified with clayey limestone and shale.
Seismic facies 2 corresponds to limestone and shale.
Seismic facies 3 are represented by limestone,
consolidated sandstone and shale. The interval of
the seismic facies 4 corresponds to consolidated
sandstone, shale and thin beds of limestone. Seismic
facies 5 is characterized by alternation of sandstone
and shale. Seismic facies 7 is corresponded to
sandstones with shale interlayers. Just this gas-
saturated sandstone is related to V-22-23 pay
horizon.
The next interval of SFA performing on the Livenska
area is the upper part of Bashkirian (Middle
Carboniferous) sequence. While structural
interpreting the deflections of seismic events were
detected on the vertical cross-sections that could be
attributed to paleo-channel incision into the
underlying bedrock (Figure 2).
To check the paleo-channel presence SFA was
performed for this stratigraphic interval. The
classification of seismic traces upon their shape
applying the neural network technology by 10
classes was used and the set of maps was generated.
The seismic facies map and the correlation map
from this set are shown on Figure 3.

Figure 2 Vertical cross-section of seismic cube
(Crossline 45)

Figure 3 Fragments of seismic facies map (a) and
correlation map (b) in the interval of the upper part
of the Bashkirian sequence. White dotted lines mark
location of predicted paleo-channel, black lines
depict Crossline 45, white arrows indicate deflections
of seismic events.

On the seismic facies map an area of predictive
paleo-channel is located there. It is responsible for
seismic facies 1, connected with sand objects,
common in other areas of Livenske field.
Maximum correlation ratios (99) on the correlation
map are connected with this area on the seismic
facies map. This ratio is marked by red color on the
scale of correlation and on the correlation map.
Maximum correlation ratio demonstrates high
probability of predicted paleo-channel. It has a
twisty shape of meandered channel and the flow
direction to North-East.

Conclusions
The results of SFA application to the Carboniferous
sequences in the DDB to trace lihological boundaries
and recognize local accumulative bodies have
demonstrated its high effectiveness.
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